CITY OF SAUGATUCK
SPECIAL MEETING ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
ADJOURNED FROM JUNE 17, 2021, TO
WEDNESDAY JULY 14, 2021 – 7:00 PM
1. Call to Order/Roll Call
2. Agenda Changes
3. Approval of Minutes: None

NOTICE:

This public meeting will be held
using Zoom video/audio
conference technology due to the
COVID-19 restrictions currently
in place.

4. New Business:
Join online by visiting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/
2698572603

A. 184 Park Street – front yard setback from Vine Street
Public Hearing

Join by phone by dialing:
(312) 626-6799
-or(646) 518-9805

5. Unfinished Business:
A. 443 Park Street – various variance requests
Public hearing was closed on June 22, 2021

Then enter “Meeting ID”:
269 857 2603

6. Communications:

Please send questions or
comments regarding meeting
agenda items prior to meeting to:
cindy@saugatuckcity.com

7. Public Comments:
8. ZBA Comments:
9. Adjourn:
Public Hearing Procedure
A.
B.
C.
D.

Hearing is called to order by the Chair
Summary by the Zoning Administrator
Presentation by the Applicant
Public comment regarding the application
• Participants shall identify themselves by name and address
• Comments/Questions shall be addressed to the Chair
• Comments/Questions shall be limited to five minutes
1. Supporting comments (audience and letters)
2. Opposing comments (audience and letters)
3. General comments (audience and letters)
4. Repeat comment opportunity (Supporting, Opposing, General)
E. Public comment portion closed by the Chair
F. Commission deliberation
G. Commission action

102 Butler Street  P.O. Box 86  Saugatuck, MI 49453
Phone: 269-857-2603  Website: www.saugatuckcity.com
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Proposed Minutes
Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals
Saugatuck, Michigan, June 17, 2021
The Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals met in regular session at 7:00 p.m. via Zoom video/conference
technology due to COVID-19 restrictions currently in place.
1.

Call to Order
Chairperson Kubasiak called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m.

2.

Attendance:
Present: Bouck, Bont, Kubasiak.
Absent: Zerfas, Hundreiser, Ludlow.
Late: Muir joined the meeting at 7:22pm. (excused)
Others Present: Zoning Administrator Osman

3.

Approval of Agenda:
A motion was made by Bont, 2nd by Kubasiak , to approve the agenda as presented. Upon roll call
the motion carried unanimously.

4.

Approval of Minutes:
A motion was made by Bont, 2nd by Bouck, to approve the December 10, 2020 meeting minutes as
presented. Upon roll call the motion carried unanimously.

5.

New Business: 443 Park Street. Three different issues, bathroom setbacks, four foot fence with
gate, and security fence. Zoning Administrator gave an overview of the request. Matt
Zimmerman, representing the applicant described the request and made a few points to supplement
the information in the application. A bathroom is a customary accessory structure for a marina,
permitted by DEQ, now EGLE, and the Army Corp of Engineers. Zimmerman read into the record
the City's definition in the ordinance of Marina. He also read into the record design standards for
Marinas and the screening requirements for trash. Needed because there is no area for these
structures on land. The bulk of the property is under water. To put those structures on the bottom
land would require a permit from EGLE and the Army Corp of Engineers, and they would most
likely not approve those permits. There is a lot of traffic including from the chain ferry. There are
a lot of other structures between the public road and the water.
The primary use would be in the summer season, one of the letters stated that the area is a very
congested during the summer months. And the chain ferry passengers are getting off next to the
marina, this burden could be alleviated somewhat by allowing for the screening. He would drop it
down to 6 feet for the majority of its length.
It would give substantial justice to the owner and would uphold a written agreement allowing the 8
foot screening. The city directed the applicant to apply for a variance.
The property is unique in that only 4 properties abut the chain ferry. The other three are a park and
two properties that have a significant set back to the chain ferry.
The problem is not self-created – it has been that way for probably centuries.
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The other fence is required because of the narrowness of the lot where people walk along the
right-of-way, and would provide some much appreciated height. His client is reaching out for a
compromise.
Public hearing opened at 7:35 pm, and attorney Sluggett made some opening comments about the
scope of the ZBA’s authority and the right of the owner to request a variance and the need to
follow the facts and the standards in the ordinance.
Public comments limited to five minutes.
Jane Underwood could not get online but wanted to state there is a safety issue. When the ferry
comes in and people get off especially children will run out into the street. Doesn’t understand
why they need this and it is uncalled for, why so much need for privacy.
Ann Broeker like Jane could not get online so is on her phone. She does not believe the
screening section applies.
Sue McGee – the west side of the river has a widespread internet outage.
Staff read a letter into the record – Tom and Carol Bruckman.
Tom Bruckman could not connect via internet so was in on his phone. Why is there a screen, and
why do they have six slips.
Jim Bouck – Stated there is a significant internet outage on both sides of the river to postpone the
meeting until internet is back up – as soon as possible. Bont concurs – public can’t get in and
some of the members can’t get in.
Motion by Bont to continue the meeting with all the letters summarized and attached to record on
next Tuesday, June 22, 2021 with the public hearing still open, Bouck second, upon roll call the
motion carried unanimously.
6.

Communications: Postponed to June 22nd.

7.

Public Comments: Postponed to June 22nd.

8.

ZBA Comments: in person meetings will be decided by City Council.

9.

Adjournment: A motion was made by Muir, 2nd by Bouck, to adjourn the meeting at 8:15
p.m. Upon roll call the motion carried unanimously.

Respectfully Submitted,

Cindy Osman
Interim City Clerk
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Proposed Minutes
Special Meeting Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals
Saugatuck, Michigan, June 22, 2021

The Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals met in special session at 7:00 p.m. via Zoom video/conference
technology due to COVID-19 restrictions currently in place.
1.

Call to Order
Chairperson Kubasiak called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m from the June 17 meeting that was
adjourned with the public hearing open due to wide spread internet outage.

2.

Attendance:
Present: Bouck, Bont, Kubasiak, Zerfas, Ludlow, and Muir.
Absent:
Others Present: Zoning Administrator Osman

3.

Public Comments Continued:
Gary Medler – Resident
“First, it's disturbing the zoning administrator and city attorneys are still participating in applicants
matters before the city. Their collusive actions with applicant throughout the entire permitting
process and continuing today through their attempts to find some way to cover up the illegal fence
and illegal affected uses have led to the present situation. The zoning administrator and city
attorney should recuse themselves. City Council should have addressed this issue when the fence
controversy arose in late 2020. Instead, city council kicked this bucket of manure down the hall
and dumped this load of crap on the zoning board.
Fence and all installations at the property are illegal and must be abated. The zoning board should
require city council to engage independent competent counsel and a qualified zoning professional
to advise the zoning board in this case. Last Thursday, we were privileged to have a reading of the
definition of Marina from the city code, followed by a recitation of all necessary uses permitted
for a Marina. as entertaining as it was it's not relevant to applicant’s variance requests, or any uses
at the property. Applicant does not possess a marina permit from the city. The permit issued in
July 2017 was a minor waterfront construction permit pursuant to code section 154.206. This type
of permit prohibits retail and commercial uses and only authorizes construction of bulkheads and
docks for the private use of the property owner and not for rent, lease or availability to the general
public as a commercial facility or Yacht Club.
This permit is not a marina permit and cannot be used by applicant to engage in any retail for
commercial uses, only private use by the property owner. Even applicant’s 2015 EGLE permit
stated that the permit was for private, non-commercial use. A minor permit permits one dock per
residential lot. Applicants’ property at the time the city permit was issued consisted of two nonadjacent lots separated by a 20-foot city own lot, each consisting of approximately 1250 square
feet. It was only issued for the lot adjacent to the chain ferry. This lot did not meet the lot
requirements for a residential lot, and therefore not even one dock was permitted.
The city permit authorized six boat slips or three docks, but applicant has installed six including
installations on the city-owned lot, which wasn't transferred to applicant until two years later.
Applicant continues to falsely assert the property is a marina which cannot be fully utilized as a
commercial enterprise unless the requested variances are granted.
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In any of that, none of the variances can be granted because the zoning board lacks authority due
to the absolute prohibition on structures located within 25 feet of the waterfront as provided in
code section 154.022 (F4).
As discussed in my June 17 comment letter, the Planning Commission lacked jurisdiction to
approve a minor permit, only the zoning administrator is authorized and only if the request met all
code requirements. It did not and could not have been approved. The use is affected at 443 Park
Street violate the code. Applicant’s reliance on the void city permit and void provisions contained
in the land swap agreement is misplaced and legally unenforceable.
The zoning board should make referrals to city council to commence abatement of not only the
eight-foot fence, but all installations affected at and on the property. Thank you.”
Matt Zimmerman - Representative of the applicant
“…In light of the unusual circumstance of the continuation and the internet problems, I would like
to supplement what I had said last week, I won't repeat all 15 minutes of the presentation, but I
would like to respond given the public comments that have been made.”
Carol Bruckman Resident
“I have lived here a long time and (audio interference)
People who move here love the charm of this place. It’s a small, beautiful town.
The city and various groups, such as the Historical Society, have spent a lot of time fixing things
up from the past, maintaining the chain ferry.
You know, this is not a place where people want to come and see ugly commercial stuff on the
water. It is my belief, and I certainly believe the belief of a lot of people, that Saugatuck would be
nothing if it weren't for its water and its waterfront. Once we start making variances for developers
to come in and put currently unallowed ugly facilities on the lake front, we are damaging our
ability to attract people in the future. This is not what most property owners want from this place.
That's it.”
Tim Condon Resident
“I would, well, I was hoping Tom was going to speak but if he's off the list, I'll repeat his question
from the other night for the benefit of everybody. Because I think Tom kind of hit it on the head
with just a simple question about if variances weren't, and correct me if I’m wrong Tom, if
variances weren't granted in the past, (then) how is there anything there now? How are we even
having this discussion? And, you know, those sorts and nobody can answer that, and it sounded
like people on the board seem to have the same question. So, I wanted to repeat that to the benefit
of everybody who's on the line tonight.
I thought it was a very simple, you know, common sense question. If we can't answer things like
that, then, you know, it seems, it seems like we may not be in the appropriate setting that to make
decisions. But I've sat on boards like this before in other places, zoning and planning, and, you
know, I was selected for that, not because I was an attorney, but because I had experience in the
town and I had been accused of having some common sense. And when it got to situations like
this, you know, I would raise my hand and say, ‘Look, I don't have enough information. This isn't,
I don't feel like I have enough here. That this should not be in front of us. That, there, I need more
help.’ And it sounds like that's something that Mr. Medler was referring to, just more information
required to make a decision like that. If you can't answer those simple, common sense questions
clearly and explain it to somebody else, especially after the fact, then you’ve got to think twice
about making a decision like this. That's it for me. Thank you. Appreciate everybody's hard work
on this. Thank you.”
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Megan Hopkins & Susan Hopkins - Resident
“We're directly across the street from the docks and everything. And I mean, really, we just
everything Carol said resonated so much with us, like mom’s a retired science teacher, I'm a
teacher. We're not very good with like the legalities of everything. But everything that Carol
Bruckman said, like, struck a chord. You know, we're just very concerned about, you know, we
love this town, like we feel like we live there.
You know, we come up every single year, my mom for like 65 years. And we don't want to see it
lose, like, its charm. And I know that, like, that is why people go to Saugatuck, to get away from
the crazy traffic and the crazy congestion. And I just feel like these docks are going to turn into
like a floating parking lot that's going to take away from what draws people to the town in the very
first place. You know, and another huge concern, like obviously, we think the docks are ugly and
shouldn't be there, but we're not the only people there, like people drive by that area every day to
go to the Oval Beach, to go to Mount Baldy.
So, it's not just the people who have homes there that are affected, it's the people, the tourists that
we're trying to attract that drive down Park Street to get to the Oval Beach that, you know, it's
going to create traffic, congestion. It's ugly, it's not going to attract people to our town the way that
we want it to. We're, also, for a safety standpoint, I know that we've got a nine-month-old little
baby that's going to be walking soon and the traffic is already a concern in that area because if
you've been there, it like turns, there's a curve. And I'm just even worried about like the safety
aspect of having like more parking there and I just know Carol was so much more well-spoken
than us, but we just really feel that it's going to diminish the qualities that make Saugatuck special.
Yeah. That's all we want to say.”
Jeff Sluggett- Municipal Attorney for Saugatuck
“Mr. Chairman, thank you. Just a quick comment. In lieu of, I don't know what the ZBA was
intending to do relative to the letters it's received, and the various correspondence. Cindy has listed
those I think in the document that shown on the right side of the screen. I think everybody's seeing
that, and I believe that encompasses… is that everything, Cindy, that's come in?”
Cindy Osman – Zoning Administrator
“There is one missing and I apologize, it’s Jean Prokopeak. I thought I already had Prokopeak, but
she wrote a separate letter and it is attached in the packet and it will be a part of the record.”
Sluggett
“It's certainly up to the ZBA in terms of how it wants to handle that. I would encourage you to
consider simply acknowledging its receipt, that you've reviewed it and then someone, it would not
be inappropriate to have a motion to receive and file those letters as part of the record. And then,
you will, then there wouldn't be the need go through them individually.”
Matt Zimmerman
“Client, the applicant, received a copy of a letter from a Gary Plowe to the City Manager
supporting the project. And I'm curious as to why that isn't listed as a written communication. It
wasn't addressed to you or the zoning administrator. But I guess I would have assumed that the
City Manager would have forwarded that communication dated June 17. So it's, you know, nearly
a week old.”
Ryan Heise - City Manager
“So I did receive that email, as Mr. Zimmerman says on the 17th. So, I'm just going back to look
at it now. And, you know, it's kind of a random, it's a general email. I'm just kind of scanning
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through it now. I would say that they certainly have comments about Mr. Heule’s development.
But I'm not so sure that it's specific to this variance request. So, I mean, I'll just, I'll just note that I
have the email. But again, it's kind of very general in nature. And, again, it doesn't seem very
specific to the variance request. (In response to Jeff Sluggett’s question of whether it is a long
email) You know, it's, it's not that long. And it's kind of cute. So, if you want me to read it into the
record? Just to be you know, you know, just to cross all the T's and dot all the i's? I'm happy to do
that.”
Gary Plowe
Requested the email not be read into the record.
Chairman Kubasiak closed the public hearing.
8.

ZBA Comments:
Bont
“Bob, I have a general comment to start with. Before you look at all three of these, I think we have
to look at this is, if I'm correct, C4 resort district. And that that particular, and it's 443 Park Street,
that particular parcel is a non-conforming waterfront lot. I think we need to look at what we're
trying to approve on what lot. So that particular parcel is a non-conforming waterfront lot and that
lot, for over 150 years, has been used somewhat even by our Native Americans to put canoes in,
and then by the Presbyterian camp to use and launch canoes and boats and everything else. So, I
think we have to consider what the lot is first, before you can put all three of those variances on
that parcel.”
Bouck
“Number one is that everyone on this committee and everyone who works for the city has stake
(audio cuts out). In section three of the Constitution specifies that dealing with the president, or in
this case, the people in power, which would be the ZBA, it says they shall see that the laws are
obeyed. So that's our task tonight, is what are the applicable laws, which ones are appropriate,
which ones are not? And then how should those laws be applied in this case, and when applying
the law, it's not a matter of negotiation, the law is clear. And as far as an a, a settlement that would
be appeasing to everybody, what could be more appeasing than to have a settlement based on the
equal application of the law with the right to appeal to the circuit court. So that's the beginning.
And then to understand which laws, I would refer specifically to 154.06 interpretation of this
chapter, paragraph B: “whenever the requirements of this chapter are at a variance with the
requirements of any other lawfully adopted rules, regulations or ordinances, the more restrictive or
higher standard shall control.” So that that leads us to which standards to apply if there are
duplicate standards that could be applied or other standards that could be applied. And then the
next thing that we need to consider is that zoning affects every structure in use, which is 154.020,
except as hereinafter specified, no building structure or premises shall hereafter be used or
occupied and no building or part thereof, or other structure shall be erected, moved to place
reconstructed, except in conformance with the regulations here in specified for the zoning district
in which it is located.
Now in the applicant’s statement, he cited other structures extending into the water based on a
Google Earth search. And I also did a Google Earth search, but I also did a walk around town.
And yes, there are structures, particularly north of this, that extend into the water, just exactly as
the applicant said, and the applicant implied that that would be justification for new construction
that shouldn't be there within the waterfront setback. The difference is that the structure north and
the other structures I could identify, were built in 1950. According to the Allegan County tax
records, that information is readily available and easy to find. And those were clearly
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grandfathered in. They existed before the rules were set in place and they're totally not applicable
in this case. So, the other structures justifying a new structure set within the front setback is not
applicable at all.
The only thing I would say with respect to standard one is according to the historical records this
parcel has been in use for several decades. Strict compliance with the ordinance will not prevent
the planned use of the property for boat docking without a bathhouse. The cumulative impact of
multiple setback deviations would create a parcel that is different in kind and nature from other
parcels in the area. Granting relief to multiple setback requirements deviates too much from the
spirit of the zoning ordinance. This request is for a larger structure, which is… he's now… they're
asking for a slight increase over what had been denied previously, they're asking for 181 square
feet. The previous request, which was denied in 2016, was for 144 square feet.
The previous request was denied by this ZBA in case 16001, and was appealed to the circuit court
case number 16-56795-AA in which judge Cronin upheld the ZBA ruling. There have been no
significant changes in circumstances that would affect the ZBA’s prior analysis of the applicants
previous substantially similar setback request. In particular, with respect to standard one, nothing
has changed about the nature of recreational boating that wouldn't render a need for a bathroom
essential for using the property for that purpose.
Nearby on both sides of the river in this area there are city-maintained bathroom facilities for
boaters and tourists to use, lessening or eliminating the burden associated with complying with the
setback variances. And I would also cite that directly across the river, the city maintains ten boat
slips, which is 66% more than this applicant, and at those boat slips, there are none of these
requests. There is no screening. There are no public bathrooms, especially for this facility. There
are public bathrooms in the area. There are no private bathrooms. And there is no screening to
prevent the public and this area gets more traffic than does the applicant’s property. Because it’s
immediately adjacent to Wicks Park. It abuts the boardwalk, which is the greatest tourist attraction
in town, and on the other side of the boardwalk is a public parking lot. And especially on
Wednesdays when we have our concerts, this boardwalk and those ten boat slips get more traffic
in one night than the applicant’s property would get in a month or six weeks. So I certainly don’t
see the need for this bath house, and I think it should be denied as it was in the past. I think that
the applicant is trying to overrule the circuit court ruling by bouncing it back to us and we don’t
have the authority to overrule the circuit court on substantially the same motion. Thank you.”
Ludlow
“Thanks Jim Bouk for so eloquently stating what he stated. I think that was… mimics my feelings
as well. You know, from my standpoint, I’m unclear as why we are going through this again when
four years ago, five years ago, we went through this once. And in general, things have not
substantially changed other than the fact that the size of the bathroom utility structure has
increased from, as Jim said, from 144 to 181 square feet. So from my standpoint I think this is an
exercise in futility. Sometimes I don’t understand the strict legal issues involved, but I would
mimic what Jim Bouck just said and I’ll leave it at that.”
No additional comments from Jim Hundrieser
Muir
“Well I have no additional comments. I would concur with what Jim Bouck said, as well as Dr.
Ludlow. As I looked at the two proposals, I saw no visible significant changes in this standard as
well as the other standards and it was denied in May of 2016 and I think it should be denied again
tonight. So, no, I have no comments.”
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Zerfas
“In my experience on the ZBA, you know, if we’ve had variances denied when someone reapplied
for a variance, it was usually a lesser ask. It was usually something where they thought differently
about the problem and asked for a lesser variance. This one seems like a much bigger ask than in
2016. What stood out about that meeting for me, just from memory, in 2016 because I was on that
board, was the safety issue of putting a structure 10 feet from the road, which seemed reckless at
the time and seems reckless now to put something 10 feet from that roadway which already
doesn’t have great visibility. If you go there now with the fence that’s put up, and also there’s a
huge tree there, putting something else so close to the road that could be even taller, doesn’t seem
very safe.”
Kubasiak
“My view of the application here is very similar to the general board feelings that we have to look
at our standards and go through our standards, but in general when you look at the numbers and
the information that we’ve been supplied. And supporting justice of a change, something that
would justify some kind of a change in our earlier decision, it doesn’t seem substantial to me.
And, of course, the standards are part of our process that we go through that reminds us those
things, but we’ve been through this before and when you see something that is almost within a
minor percentage, in fact an increase in size, doesn’t really change how it look at the standards, as
we probably reviewed before.
But, that said, we do also want to, as we go through our deliberation, go through our standards and
look at things and we eventually get down to some kind of review of the standards on each one of
these, make sure that all of our information is well documented and it’s fairly complex for this. So,
therefore, because of the uniqueness of this total set of applications, Board, I want to do a similar
thing on the next two issues before we go back to any standards or, make any, move along here.
Because there is, you know, I'd like you guys, if you guys would rather not go through those and
hear more and talk more about those if you want to go through this one and go through the
standards and get a feel for it. But I'm going to, I'm going to, go around… to get an… ask
anybody's opinion is that if you want to stop here, go through the standards and have any
comments. I suggest that we go through the rest of them because of the relationship of the things
that are coming along, some of the things like Dick’s first question as to, you know, there's, there's
concern as to applying certain laws to the request when we want to make sure that we know that
we're in the right to… the right use. And that's very important to some of these things. Dick Bont,
did you have any comments on that is how you want to proceed with this?”
Bont
“Yeah, Bob in 154.022 talks about lots and waterfront. And I think that way back when we first
denied this, I think we brought up the issue that all non-standing or other structures have to be and
set back 25 feet from the waterfront. And if I take a look at the three variances required for the
bath house, the fence height and the fence and the wall or structure that is there, they all don't
fall… they're all within that 25 feet, they don't fulfill that. So, I think that back then even when we
denied the bath, the bath house I think the 25 foot requirement setback from the waterfront was
involved in it.”
Kubasiak
“Okay, Cindy, I have a question or want a little clarification here and with Dick's comment, if you
would. If I recall one of my earlier questions and clarifications from you, as I picked up one of my
hardcopy packets, was that the item number two, the fence height capacity, and I'm sorry, the
yeah, well, what we're calling the wall, the structure there, is that is the Board is to take the look at
that during this meeting as if it's not there. Is that correct?”
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Osman
“That's correct.”
Kubasiak
“So our, our judgment is to look at it as if we have to know what, make sure we’re all, we're all
straight on how it’s zoned or what the use, what applications, what applies to it. And that there's
no structure there. And whether or not that would be allowable or not allowable. Okay. So Board
members, just, that's just to make sure we all understand the, the, you know, the amount of
information or lack of sometimes information that we have to go on these other issues that are in
front of us. So, there are many factors and many facts that enter into questions that we're trying to
clarify. I think the Board is trying to get clarification as we work through this to make sure we're
more straight on what we're voting on or what we're looking at as far as the use and, and how
we're supposed to be looking at it based on what's happened.”
Osman
“All of these structures from Perryman and to the north of Perryman and to south to Casa Loma
are all located in the C4 zone districts, which is the resort district. Marinas are permitted in that
zone district as approved by the Planning Commission. And in this case, it was approved by the
Planning Commission, although there have been substantial changes to what Planning
Commission approved under a special land use.”
Bouck
“The question is do I think that we should continue with standards one, two, three and four, for
variance number one, the bathhouse, or should we cover standard number one for variance request
one, two and three, is that correct?”
Kubasiak
“Yes.”
Bouck
“I can go any way on it, sir. Whatever, whatever seems to work out best.”
Kubasiak
“Right. Okay. I guess one of my concerns is making sure that the, you know, I think, yeah, I think
that the details here that we need to look at are part of any either vote, you know, voted for or
against the applicant’s information has to in our reviews or motion is needed to make sure that it is
well documented and pretty well, pretty well detailed, which is pretty, pretty complex for this type
of an issue. May take some time here.”
Bont
“I'm assuming that all of the comments that are made here are going to be summarized in our
findings of facts. And that summary would be prepared by the City Clerk or Cindy or someone in
the city office. Is that correct?”
Kubasiak & Osman
“Correct.”
Ludlow
“Yeah, just getting back to what Dick Bont was talking about in looking at section 154.022 and it's
line F which is the lots and then refers to number four, which is the waterfront lots. Just so I have
clarification on this. I didn't really understand some of the some of the verbiage here. The 25 feet
from the waterfront. Yeah, that makes, that's pretty cut and dry. But then it says that the lot line
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which abuts the street shall be deemed the front lot line. Yeah. So, the lot line which abuts the
street shall be deemed the front lot line. Just so I have clarification, and I just want to do this
correctly. When I look at variance number one, they have the front setback and the setback to the
roadway. I don't know, Cindy, can you clarify that for me? Am I just not sharp enough to figure
this out? Or am I, am I missing something here?”
Osman
“It might be too small to see on your screen. But the section numbers are listed for each variance
request. The front setback is required at 15 feet. And then under another section, a different
section which talks about waterfront construction, that's 092 (D), 2 (CD). That says from the
roadway for waterfront construction. So there are two different sections that apply to that setback,
the one is to the front yard to the property line, and the other one is to the roadway. Two separate
sections.”
Muir
“I'll defer to the group about what they feel is most appropriate. But once again, I returned to my
original comment about no visibly significant changes to the proposal. And I think we've reviewed
the standards in detail the first time through. I'm wondering what's going to change the second
time through other than we're going to restate what we stated at that time. But I'll defer to the
group and what they feel is appropriate, because it may go beyond us at this point. So we want to
touch all our bases.”
Zerfas
“Whatever you want to do, Bob. I think, you know, he wanted to go over the standards for all
three at the same, you know, move forward. That’s fine.”
Kubasiak
“Well, it'll get a little too confusing, I guess, if we do it. If we do not, you know, because of the
details. I guess I was trying to avoid the bouncing back and forth, you know, kind of stuff. But I
believe my opinion is we should review the standards right now for the bathroom, have any
comments or discussions based on our earlier stuff and being in this position for a long time. I
don't know what there might be, but I would like to go through those four standards with the
Board and make sure that we've reviewed those and whether there are comments that want to be
added or, or for or against the standard, or whether there's things that you want to consider that
might be a part of a motion for or against. We can go through that prior to any motions at that
point. That way we’ve reviewed the standards on the bathhouse and then we'll move on. So why
don't I start backwards this time? Zack.”
Zerfas
“So, standard one for the bathrooms?”
Kubasiak
“That's correct.”
Zerfas
“Okay, that strict compliance with area setbacks, frontage height, bulk or density would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the property for a permitted purpose or would render
conformity unnecessarily burdensome. Well, my opinion is that strict compliance with the
setbacks does not prevent the owner from using the property for permitted purpose. It's already
being used for its permitted purpose, so it does not meet the standard and therefore, the variances
should not be granted.”
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Ludlow
“Yeah. Regarding that, it seems like the setbacks are granted. Because of the substant nature of the
setbacks in relation to that property. It seems like, from my standpoint, that's such a difficult
precedent. That's what I would add to it, what Zack just said.”
Bont
“Bob, I’d like to make a comment also that the request to give a variance to the front lot, besides
the waterfront lot could create a very severe safety problem. I am finding the facts, I went out
there and stuck my car where the bath house was, and it wasn't even the same size of the bath
house. And where that would be setting, if there was a child that wanted to come out and look
beyond that bath house to see if anybody was coming from the corner. It takes three seconds for a
car to go from the corner where you can see it to the edge of that bathhouse, if anybody turn left,
look, turn right, look, turn left look, and walked out and they’d be hit by a car. So, I think, besides
looking at all that, that's putting in a safety issue here, along with that, besides what Zack has
said.”
Ludlow
“I would agree with that.”
Bouck
“My previous comments address standard one, and to that I would add that I'm not confident that
we're reading 154.022 correctly; the general regulations, Section F, paragraph four, waterfront
lots. That paragraph says, “Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter,” and in this, I'm
going to end the quote there. This chapter is chapter 154, which is the land use chapter of the
zoning regulations. So, “Notwithstanding any other provisions of the land use chapter. All
structures on a waterfront lot shall have a setback of 25 feet from the waterfront.” And I think that
first paragraph notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, makes that statement superior
to anything else in all of section one, paragraph 154, which would say that we are not authorized
to grant a variance. Before defines the roles of the Planning Commission, the ZBA, the right to
appeal to Circuit Court. That would seem to make it superior that no structure, every structure, all
structures on a waterfront shall have a setback of 25 feet from the waterfront. So that combined
with my previous statements is my comments for standard one for variance number one,
bathhouse.”
Bont
“And, Bob, just to add to that the interpretation of chapter earlier 154.006(B) talks about the more
restrictive or higher standard, I think, which Jim is referring to.”
Kubasiak suggests moving along to standard two under Section 154.155(B) and asks Dick Bont to
read section two.
Bont
“‘That a variance would not do substantial justice to the owner, as well to other property owners in
the district or a lesser relaxation would not give substantial relief and be more consistent with
justice to others.’ Well, there have been many other applicants in that area that we have denied
lesser requests. And I think this would fall into that same thing in this zoning district and giving
the property owners request, there is no other lesser relaxation that could be granted on this
property.”

Bouck
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“Section two says substantial justice to others. Well, that includes our requirement to assure that
public safety and welfare is secured. That's not stated explicitly in our standard number two, but it
is required of us to assure that public safety and welfare is secured and as was previously stated by
Dick, the proposed structures completely obstruct the view of oncoming vehicles on Park Street
for the pedestrians at the chain ferry and conversely blocked the view of pedestrians from the
vehicles on the street. It's a very narrow street pedestrians must walk on the street surface and
there is no walkable shoulder on the road. In this area, the width the Park Street is severely
constrained by sand dunes to the west and Kalamazoo River to the east. Vehicle and pedestrian
traffic in this area is intense. The proposed structures additionally obstruct the view of Saugatuck
downtown area for the visitors and residents near the chain ferry. This waterfront view has been a
significant element of Saugatuck’s charm and character as a tourist destination and is essential to
maintenance of local property values.”
Kubasiak suggests Jim Muir read standard three under Section 154.155(B).
Muir
“That the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances of the property and not to general
neighborhood conditions.”
Kubasiak asks for any comments from Muir related to standard three.
Muir
“No, I don’t see that the owner has any unique circumstances that’s not unique to all the other
neighborhood conditions. I just don’t see it so I would say that it doesn’t exist.”
Kubasiak asks Jim Bouck to read standard four under Section 154.155(B).
Bouck
“The size and shape of the parcel is not self created. The problem with the narrow piece of land is
created by the location of Park Street and the location of the Kalamazoo River. However, the
property can be used for many purposes, including docking boats. Adding a bathroom would,
could enhance the value of the property, but that's not a factor to be relied upon by the Board. This
problem is self created because the applicant incorrectly insists that a bathroom is necessary for
recreational boat dockage while hundreds of boat docks have been continually and successfully
operating within Saugatuck without private attached bathroom facilities.”
Bont
“Yeah, I think I go along with Jim, with what he is saying about that. Really, this is self-created
because he wants this larger structure and everything. So, I see what Jim is saying.”
Kubasiak
“Okay. So, in general, at this point, I didn't hear too many positives here that would, that would
render something that would seem that the board would make any kind of a motion in favor of
meeting the standards, there was pretty much all that they did not meet any of the four standards
and there were some, I guess, some documentation you guys put out after that. Some of us may
have related back to our original issues. Sounds like it did, had a lot of the same comments and
with some new findings. So at this point, the Board, do you guys feel that you are in a position
where we should, do you want to make any kind of a motion based on the facts of our findings? Or
do you want to wait? Now ask that again and go through any of the others? And come back to
this?”
Bouck
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“I would prefer to go through all four standards and get our findings of fact for all four standards
for all three variances before a vote.”
Kubasiak
“So, we would move along on to the item, fence heights, opacity, front with gate. Anybody want
to jump into this one with any comments, questions. Remember, if we do have questions of the
applicant, we can ask them if we have any questions or concerns during our deliberation.”
Bouck
“Okay, what we're talking about here, just so everybody knows what I'm thinking. We're talking
about a four-foot wall with a gate that goes from the bath house, slightly south and then down to
the waterfront. We're not talking about the larger screening wall, which is variance number three.
Standard number one, that strict compliance with area setbacks, branch height, bulk or density
would not unreasonably prevent the owner from using the property for permitted purpose or would
not render conformity unnecessarily burdensome. For this four-foot wall with a gate, it's a solid
wall, not meeting the standards, the applicant did not meet its burden of explaining how each of
the four standards for a variance is met.
Nowhere in the application does the applicant explain how any of the standards for the variances
for this fence are met. Despite the fact that the code clearly places the burden of proof on the
applicant to show that each standard is met. Strict compliance with the ordinance will neither
prevent any use nor the planned use of the property as pleasurable docking without a noncompliant privacy solid fence, as requested. A compliant fence would in fact be less burdensome
than the proposed solid fence. The cumulative impact of multiple deviations would create a parcel
that is different in kind and nature from other persons in the area. Granting relief to multiple
zoning requirements deviates too much from the spirit of the zoning ordinance. Thank you.”
Bont
“Right, would the variance do substantial justice to the owner, as well to other property owners in
the district or would lesser relaxation would give substantial relief and be more consistent with
justice to others. While they're along that whole entire side of the river, there aren't even fences
that people are erecting that are solid are right with gates. And so, I feel that if in fact we gave
them lesser relaxation would not do justice here either. So that's my statement.”
Zerfas
“I 100% agree with what Dick said.”
Muir
“I would concur also. Yeah, I would agree.”
Ludlow
“Yeah, I think Dick was fairly succinct there in point out the important issues.”
Kubasiak
“Let’s move along to number three. I’ll read that one: “That the plight of the owner is not due to
unique circumstances of the property but is due to the general neighborhood conditions” Well,
let’s see. That’s a pretty good size one here. The pedestrian chain ferry… there’s a lot of traffic in
the lot and it’s not sufficient to impede or, you know, the applicant’s docking their pleasure boat,
so that doesn’t seem to have too much bearing on it. You know, there are currently hundreds of
successful operating public-private boat docks in the area and that have a high traffic pedestrian
area and walkways. So that doesn’t seem to have, you know, too much of an issue on that. So, I’m
not sure that the uniqueness we’ve brought this, we have commented a little bit on this property
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before and it applies to every one of these standards, whether it’s one, two, or three of the
interesting uniqueness of the property, so it has a play on a couple of these standards. It’s my
opinion on that, so I don’t know. Anyone else have any other comments on that, on standard
number three for this? For the fence here?”
Silence. Kubasiak asks Jim Muir to do standard number four.
Muir:
“‘That the problem is not self-created or based on personal financial circumstances.’ I would echo
what we said about the previous request for variance is that the problem is definitely self-created
and I think to place another fence out there is just asking for more trouble in an already crowded
area and I don’t think it’s our place to rewrite standard. I just feel like their request is asking or
attempting to negotiate their way through a different interpretation of the standard. I go back to
what you guys did a number of years ago when you denied the variances and you spent a lot of
time analyzing this and I think, I mean, I suppose it’s good that we’re doing it, but I just think it’s
very burdensome for all the parties involved.”
Bouck
“I completely agree with the applicant’s stated desire for privacy in a boat docking area is a selfcreated requirement.”
Kubasiak
“Not, again, based on that review of that one it seemed like there was… we would again have to
go back and look at any motions and have good documentation, however we choose to make that.
But all good comments, but mostly on the side that was not finding that it met all the standards or
any of the standards at this point. So let’s do the third and final one which is the screening privacy
fence wall, type of one that is for height and security. There’s a lot of input from our public on this
side of this variance, but any discussion before, anybody have any questions or discussions about
that before we enter into our standards with this. Again, we’re to look at this pretty much like it’s
not there and I’ll say if it’s not there, it should meet the standards. I’ll say that right off the front.”
Bouck
“The question is which standard: fencing or screening, because they’re very different.”
Kubasiak
“Right and that’s part of what we need, that’s up to us to… well, it’s been determined, do I
understand, it’s been determined, Cindy can confirm. I believe she said she determined it to be
called screening. Is that correct, Cindy?”
Osman
“Yes, Mr. Chairman, that is correct. However, part of your, part of the things that you could
consider is whether or not I made an incorrect determination and that is totally proper.”
Sluggett
“Yeah, I’m going to respectfully disagree with you, Cindy. That matter is not, no one has appealed
that interpretation formally and so I do not believe that’s in front of the ZBA. The determination
of the zoning administrator is that this is subject to screening provisions. The screening provisions,
as I read Cindy’s memo, indicate that a six foot screen is permitted. The variance that is being
requested is to increase that to eight feet for a portion of the overall screen, but the remainder
would remain at six feet. I believe, is that correct, Cindy?”
Osman: “That’s correct.”
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Bouck
“We disagree because of 154.006: ‘Whenever the requirements of this chapter are at variance with
the requirements of any other lawfully adopted rules, regulations, or ordinances, the more
restrictive or higher standards shall control.’ And in this case, the screening standard was implied
because of incompatible uses but by the applicant’s own statement when they filled out their
request for minor construction, the applicant stated that the uses were consistent both with Casa
Loma to the south and the property, the chain ferry, and the property to the north, so we do not
have inconsistent uses. We totally consistent and, in fact, the same uses boat docking, period, and
to say that screening is required because of inconsistent applications is not valid in this case. The
fencing standard is the more restrictive.
The fencing standard applies specifically and directly to waterfront applications. The screening
standard is a general one for separating commercial, industrial, other areas like that from
residential. In this case, the waterfront fencing standard should be the one to apply. Additionally,
the screening as requested violates several other regulations. Number one, it’s a structure, it’s on
metal posts welded to the sea wall, so it’s absolutely a structure and it can, and it has to be set back
25 feet from the waterfront, so that the screening cannot apply. It has to be fencing and the
applicant’s statement that screening is necessary for trash is not applicable in this case because
we’re not reviewing it for screening trash containers, which could be located anywhere on the
property if they’re required at all and I would note that the city boat slips across the street where
there are 10 boat slips, not six, have no separate trash cans. People take their trash home and, in
this case, the users of this so-called marina only live a half mile away, so they can take their trash
home as well if they want or they can have small trash cans. Whatever they want, but trash is,
screening for trash is not considered. Additionally, the electrical panels are a self-created hardship
for the applicant. Those were installed after the wall and the installation of electrical panels is
subject to the National Electric Code, the zoning standards, and the Consumers Power electric
metering guidelines. The applicant controls how many panels, where they’re located, and the
arrangement of them and the applicant chose to arrange them in a manner seven feet tall to justify
his wall, which had already been built. Electrical panels and meters don’t have to be any higher
than 3.6 feet, 3 feet 6 inches from the ground, according to the Consumers Power guidelines and
I’ve confirmed that with their rep for this area, so I completely disagree that screening is the
appropriate standard in this case. It should be waterfront fencing and we may need to get more
rulings on that.”
Kubasiak
“I wouldn’t disagree on that. Based on what I’ve read a little and some of the standards you
referenced that it does seem that that is not, you know, we also have a right to our job to make sure
that, in case there was some kind of assignment or something by the zoning administrator, so that
it doesn’t really meet that standard or it falls under a different jurisdiction, like this one where
fencing could be the proper standard as opposed to screening.”
Bouck
“Additionally, Mr. Chairman, the special land use as approved by the Planning Commission, if
that is valid, required the applicant to get a variance for their fence as a precondition to granting
the application and no variance for that fence was ever requested. They’re not applying for a
variance for a fence, which is what they requested in their application. They’re applying for
screening, so they’ve changed from their application.”
Kubasiak: “The original was fence?”
Bouck: “Yes and they were required to get a variance.”
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Bont
“Mr. Chairman, also, and I want to reiterate a little bit of what Jim said. In 154.005, the screening,
fence, neither of those is what it is. It is a structure. Anything constructed or erected or use of
which requires a permanent location on the ground or attachment to something having a
permanent location on that ground, which was welded permanently to a structure below, so that is
a structure. I don’t see it as a fence or screening.”
Bouck
“In addition, sir, the party has said that they’re suffering an extreme burden from this pedestrian
traffic, but they have yet to define what that burden is. Is it people swimming in front of his docks,
so they cannot dock the boats? Is it people walking peacefully across the chain ferry dock? Those
same conditions exist all over town and it’s not clear what constitutes a burden in this case.”
Ludlow
“I’m curious. When I look I have a picture of the fence or the structure, whatever you want to call
it, and the main portion which runs east and west, at the east end, there is a short segment that sort
of runs to the north. When I went down there, it looked as though that had crossed the property
line of the city’s property. Does anybody, did anybody see that or take note of that? Just out of
curiosity.”
Bont
“John, I actually have a picture, photo showing that return on the front there that does extend over
into the city’s property.”
Kubasiak concurs.
Muir
“No I’m completely satisfied that we’ve covered the topic ad nauseam, to tell you the truth, but we
had to, we had to. It’s interesting to see, you know, I was here 50 years ago when I jumped in a
canoe down there and got out onto the river because I was a camper at the presbyterian camp and
if you’d have told me that I’d have been involved in this in my future, I’d have said you were
crazy. It’s progress, right?”
Osman
“I do have a question and maybe it is really for Jeff but this was noticed out as a variance, not an
interpretation, so I think procedurally we would have to notice it out as an interpretation, but, Jeff,
could you answer some of those questions?”
Sluggett
“Well, yeah, I tried to before. You know, I understand the arguments in terms of why this isn’t
screening. I fully understand those arguments why it’s a fence or not a fence and a structure, but
the fact is the zoning administrator for the city has made a determination. That interpretation has
not been appealed to the ZBA and in my opinion, without an appeal to the ZBA, this Board does
not have authority to act on that issue. A variance request has been submitted. That’s what’s
technically before you and I would encourage you, again, to restrict your determination to that
variance request.”
Kubasiak
“And who would create that appeal, Jeff?”
Sluggett
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“Well, I suppose, I think it, to some extent, it may be moot depending on how it plays out this
evening, but it would have to be somebody with standing. We’d have to take a look at that. I
mean, that’s the honest answer. We’d have to take a look at it.”
Kubasiak
“I think my understanding is that the Zoning Board of Appeals can review determinations made by
the zoning administrator.”
Sluggett
“Yeah and I apologize for interrupting. They have authority under the zoning ordinance and the
Zoning Enabling Act to in fact review appeals of a zoning administrator’s interpretation, but in
this case there has not been an appeal and I don’t believe the Zoning Board of Appeals unilaterally
can take it upon to overturn zoning administrator interpretations.”
Kubasiak
“And for my clarity, how is an appeal made on something like that?”
Sluggett
“Well typically there would be a written… it would be in writing, it would be to the zoning
administrator by somebody withstanding, saying basically, ‘I want to challenge the interpretation
that’s been made and that would then get process, that would get put on a future agenda and notice
for a ZBA review. It’s noticed just like any other ZBA matter.”
Kubasiak
“Okay, so, Board members, based on what we’re hearing, do you feel that there’s any reason to go
through the standards based of it on a screening or see if we want to have further discussion or
something on our understanding of how this should be determined? Anybody have any input on
that?”
Bouck
“I would hereby make the following motion: That this Board grant a continuance of this special
meeting until our next scheduled meeting on July 14th, 2021. This continuance is necessary to
allow a consolidation of findings, a review of comment letters and information recently received,
and to consult with independent, competent legal counsel.
Point two: That as soon as practical, the representative prepare the special meeting minutes for this
session and compile findings of facts for each of the three requests, as determined by the Board at
this meeting and shall submit the correspondence to all ZBA members for review.
Point three: That prior to the next scheduled meeting, the members of this ZBA and others, as
requested by the chair, meet in a special closed session with independent legal counsel to assess
this request.
Point four: This ZBA respectfully requests the City of Saugatuck to engage independent legal
counsel to advise the ZBA and to be in attendance at all meetings related to this matter and this is
based on Section 154, 153 of the City Code, which states an attorney for the City shall act as legal
counsel for the Board and shall be present at all meetings upon request by the Board as approved
by the zoning administrator.”
Kubasiak
“Okay, Jim, you’re actually putting that in as a motion. I understood the way you stated that.”
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Bouck
“Yes sir. I think it’s time to end our debate at this point we’ve got to many issues in front of us.
This is a really convoluted issue that we haven’t dealt with before and I think we need independent
legal counsel based on all the different opinions that we’re getting.”
Bont
“Bob, I would second Jim’s motion.”
Kubasiak
“Dick Bont would second that motion. Okay, let me ask the Board members if they have any
comments or concerns about what we’re, what direction we’re going here. Let me go up to Mr.
Ludlow. Can I ask you first?”
Ludlow
“I guess my question is to Jim Bouck. So what we’ve accomplished thus far in looking at the
standards for the first two requested variances? Is that now inclusive in what you’re talking about
or is that exclusive? Are you talking about the whole, all three variances, I assume? Correct?”
Bouck
“Talking about all three. What we have covered, plus item three because of the open issues on that
one.”
Kubasiak
“Okay, that’s good questioning and clarification. I was thinking that way. Zach, you have any
input on Jim’s motion and Dick’s second on this?”
Zerfas
“I just want to understand, you know. So, Jim, what you’re wanting to seek legal counsel for is to
determine if we even have the right to grant a variance for three or if it should be considered a
screen or a fence or a structure?”
Bouck
“Yes, plus the open questions from number one and number two. Specifically relating to
waterfront lots notwithstanding any provisions of this chapter. All structures shall a setback of 25
feet plus the fact that these three variances, especially the bath house is basically the applicant
appealing a circuit court ruling back to the ZBA, so there’s a lot of conflicting issues here and
issues we’ve never dealt with and I think we need to sit down with an independent, non-conflicted
attorney and go through all this. In a closed session where we can be very frank and open with all
of our opinions.”
Muir
“You know, I’m comfortable with the first two variances, but the discussion on the third one about
whether we have a screen or a fence. I think Jim Bouck makes a good argument for the fact that
we need clarification there and also the bigger issue of it appears to me that the Zoning Board has
rarely had a request come back to them that has already been resolved, especially through a court
decision, which has not substantially changed from the original one. I think it would be incumbent
upon us to sit in closed session to see exactly where we stand and I think Jim has done a great job
of preparation for tonight in reviewing the standards, reviewing our guidelines, but, you know, Jim
won’t be sitting at the table in court. The attorneys will and so I think I would concur with Jim that
it would be valuable for us to have a session.”
Ludlow
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“Can I ask a quick question? And I don’t know if, Bob, is this for you or for Cindy. What time
constraints are we under right now from, I guess, a definitional or a legal standpoint? Do we have
time constraints?”
Osman
“We do have time constraints and we have to make a decision within 45 days. I’m sure Jeff can
speak to this better than I can.”
Ludlow
“45 days from when?”
Kubasiak
“To the time we first started to hear the hearing on the 17th, which puts us up into summer, early
August. I think it is something like that.”
Osman
“And the noticing for another meeting will take quite some time. We don’t have enough time..
maybe for the 15th, maybe we do, but I would have to get that to the newspaper.”
Kubasiak
“The next meeting’s on the 14th. Right, Cindy?”
Osman
“It’s on the 15th.”
Kubasiak
“I thought you moved it to the 14th? You said you couldn’t meet on the 15th.”
Osman
“Oh that’s for, yes, you’re correct. That’s right.”
Kubasiak
“14th, and we could have the meeting before that and put it on the agenda for the 14th.”
Osman
“We can’t, we don’t have enough time for that, for the public notice that goes in the newspaper
and mailed to everyone within 300 feet.”
Kubasiak
“For a special meeting? I thought Special meetings are only like 18 hour notice or so.”
Osman
“Oh no, not for zoning board. That we have to have public notice 15 days before the public
hearing and that’s under the Zoning Enabling Act. I think Jeff can answer more questions about
that. He has his hand raised.”
Sluggett
“If the intent is simply to have a special meeting, so you can meet with counsel in closed session,
then you don’t need… then the 18 hours notice would be accurate.”
Kubasiak
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“So we do have time for that. Yeah, I think I’m sure the Board members could work with a
schedule on that after we could probably figure that out here tomorrow or whatever or set a date
now that we to do that. We do have to work through it.”
Muir
“Cindy, do we have to have a special meeting? Can’t we adjourn the closed session on July the
14th and then go back into open session as we finish our deliberations?”
Sluggett
“Mr. Chairman, the answer to that is yes.”
Kubasiak
“Yeah we can have a special meeting based on the motions that’s in front of us, right?”
Sluggett
“Well my understanding was he was saying we’ve got the meeting coming up on July 14th or 15th,
whatever it is, that’s already a scheduled meeting. So you wouldn’t have a special meeting, you
would simply postpone this meeting consistent with the motion that was made to that date and at
that date, you will add to the agenda a closed session to discuss presumably a written legal opinion
from counsel.”
Bouck
“I would prefer to have the closed session directly with counsel, face-to-face.”
Kubasiak
“Prior to that meeting.”
Bouck
“Prior to that meeting, not immediately prior but some number of days in advance, if possible.”
Sluggett
“Okay, then that would require an 18-hour notice for that special meeting.”
Bouck
“Okay we could do an 18-hour notice, I think.”
Kubasiak
“Okay so our motion is doable it sounds like. Any other discussion on the motion that we have in
front of us? Then I guess, Cindy, I would like to call for a vote on this that we go for a
continuance as the motion read, if you would like. Jim, if we need to read that back to anybody, do
we want to do it or do you have it in front of you? You could say it one more time, so everybody
hears it again. Just as a clarity.”
Bouck
“Sure, let’s see how good my memory is. I hereby make the following motion: This Board grant a
continuance of this special meeting until out next scheduled meeting on July 14th, 2021. This
continuance is necessary to allow a consolidation of findings, a review of comment letters and
information recently received, and to consult with independent, competent legal counsel.
Point two: That as soon as practical, the city representative prepare the special meeting minutes for
this session and compile findings of facts for each of the three requests as determined by the Board
at this meeting and shall submit the compilation to all ZBA members for review.
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That prior to the next scheduled meeting, the members of this ZBA and others, as requested by the
Chair, meet in a special closed session with independent legal counsel to assess this request and
prepare a response to develop proposals for closing the ongoing issues in this case.
Number four: The ZBA respectfully requests the City of Saugatuck to engage independent legal
counsel to advise the ZBA and to be in attendance at all meetings related to this matter. This is
based on Section 154.133 of the City zoning codes.”
Kubasiak
“Okay so, again, motion on the floor by Jim Bouck, seconded by Dick Bont and discussion has
been reviewed, so if there’s no more questions anybody. If not, I’m going to call for a vote on
this.” Upon roll call, the motion carried unanimously.

9.

Adjournment: A motion was made by Bont, 2nd by Bouck, to adjourn the meeting at 7:39 p.m.
Upon roll call the motion carried unanimously.

Respectfully Submitted,

Padley Gallagher
City Clerk
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BACKGROUND REPORT
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS July 14, 2021
184 PARK ST 57-009-073-10
Patricia Galien
REQUEST: Charles Carlson, on behalf of owner Patricia Galien is requesting a variance to
construct a new single family dwelling in the critical dunes at 184 Park Street (parcel number 0357-009-073-10) with a reduced front yard setback from Vine Street. The requirement in this R-1
PW zone district is a 25 foot front yard. The house as proposed will be 15 feet from the property
line where 25 feet is required.
BACKGROUND: The property is approximately 43,690 square feet, and is located in the PW
R-1 zone district. Previous owner, Leonard Chinnichi, and previous owner Richard Crichet
submitted applications to the Zoning Board of Appeals and both were granted a variance from
the required front yard setback on Vine Street. Applicant proposes a 15 foot setback where 25
feet is required. The minutes with your findings of fact from the previous meetings are attached.
In all other respects, the proposed structure will comply with the requirements of the zoning
district. Those variances have expired.
(D) Dimension and area regulations:
Front setback

25 feet

Side setback

10 feet

Rear setback

25 feet

Minimum lot area

21,780 square feet

Minimum lot width

100 feet

Maximum lot coverage 25%

Section 154.155 (B) provides the standards that must be met in order for the Board to grant a
dimensional (non-use) variance:
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1. That strict compliance with area, setbacks, frontage, height, bulk, or density would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the property for a permitted purpose, or
would render conformity unnecessarily burdensome.
Comment: The topography of the site limits the buildable area without encroaching on the
critical dunes. The property was purchased from the City in the 1980’s prior to the Critical
Dune act. A single family home is a permitted use. The DEQ/EGLE permits have not yet
expired.
2. That a variance would do substantial justice to the owner as well as to other property
owners in the district, or whether a lesser relaxation would give substantial relief and be
more consistent with justice to others.
Comment: The variance on Vine Street would allow the house to be built on flatter land
area and reduce the encroachment on a critical dune.
3. That the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances of the property and not to
general neighborhood conditions.
Comment: The lot is a ravine lot purchased prior to the zoning Critical Dune act.
4. That the problem is not self-created or based on personal financial circumstances.
Comment: The condition is the natural condition of the topography.
RECOMMENDATION: We bring to your attention that it is the responsibility of the applicant
to provide evidence that ALL of the above conditions be met in order to grant a variance. In
order to assure that your decision can withstand any challenges, it is essential that the findings
are clearly articulated.
The sample motion may be used:
I hereby make a motion to (Approve/Deny) the application for the above named property at 184
Park Street (granting/not granting) a request for a front yard setback from Vine Street to be set
back from the property line on Vine Street at 15 where 25 feet is required for a variance of ten
feet.
Please state the findings of fact:
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Zoning Board of Appeals Application
LOCATION INFORMATION

184 Park Street
Address ___________________________

APPLICATION NUMBER ____ - _________

03-57-009-073-10
Parcel Number _________________________

APPLICANTS INFORMATION

CKC Architect
PO Box 111
Name _______________________
Address / PO Box _____________________________________
Douglas
MI
49406
616-886-1688
City _______________________
State ________
Zip _____________
Phone _________________
Architect
charleskcarlson@aol.com
Interest In Project __________________________
E-Mail ___________________________________
05/19/2021
Signature _________________________________________________ Date ___________________
OWNERS INFORMATION (IF DIFFERENT FROM APPLICANTS)

Patrica Galien
226 N. Clinton Street
Name _____________________________
Address / PO Box _______________________________
Chicago
IL
60661
312-399-9734
City _______________________
State ________
Zip _____________
Phone _________________
I hereby authorize that the applicant as listed above is authorized to make this application for proposed work as my agent and we agree to conform to
all applicable laws and regulations of the City of Saugatuck. I additionally grant City of Saugatuck staff or authorized representatives thereof access to
the property to inspect conditions, before, during, and after the proposed work is completed or to gather further information related to this request.

Signature _________________________________________________ Date ___________________
CONTRACTORS/ DEVELOPERS INFORMATION (UNLESS PROPOSED WORK IS TO BE DONE BY THE PROPERTY OWNER)

To be determined
Name _____________________________
Contact Name __________________________________
Address / PO Box ____________________ City ___________________________________________
State _____ Zip ________ Phone __________________________ Fax _____________________
License Number ___________________________Expiration Date ____________________________
PROPERTY INFORMATION
294 Width _________
PWR-1 Current Use ___________
77
1.0 Acre
Vacant
Depth ___
Size _____________
Zoning District ______

x
x
Check all that apply: Waterfront ____ Historic District ________ Dunes ______
Vacant __________
x
Application Type: Interpretation ___ Dimensional Variance _____
Use Variance ______
REQUEST DESCRIPTION (ATTACH MORE SHEETS IF NECESSARY)
Construction of a one-story (with walk-out/daylight basement) residence, and driveway.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Page 1 of 5
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Zoning Board of Appeals

Application #

___ - _____

SITE PLAN REQUIREMENTS (SECTION 154.061)

A site plan and servey showing the followng information shall be submitted with the coverpage of this
application and other required information as outlined below. (Please note that not all will apply for minor
waterfront construction)
Y N NA


Dimensions of property of the total site area,



Contours at 2-foot intervals



Locations of all buildings



Other structures on adjacent properties within 100 feet of the property, including those
located across the street from the property



Parking areas



Driveways



Required and proposed building setbacks



Location of abutting streets and proposed alignment of streets, drives and easements serving
the development, including existing rights-of-way and pavement widths;



Location, screening, dimensions and heights of proposed buildings and structures, such as
trash receptacles, utility pads and the like, including accessory buildings and uses, and the
intended uses thereof. Rooftop or outdoor appurtenances should also be indicated, including
proposed methods of screening the equipment, where appropriate;



Location and dimensions of parking areas, including computations of parking requirements,
typical parking space dimensions, including handicapped spaces, and aisle widths;



Proposed water supply and wastewater systems locations and sizes;



Proposed finished grades and site drainage patterns, including necessary drainage structure.
Where applicable, indicate the location and elevation of the 100-year floodplain;



Proposed common open spaces and recreational facilities, if applicable;



Proposed landscaping, including quantity, size at planting and botanical and common names
of plant materials;



Signs, including type, locations and sizes;



Location and dimensions of all access drives, including driveway dimensions, pavement
markings, traffic-control signs or devices, and service drives;



Exterior lighting showing area of illumination and indicating the type of fixture to be used.



Elevations of proposed buildings drawn to an appropriate scale shall include:

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

1.

Front, side and rear views;

2.

Heights at street level, basement floor level, top of main floor, top of building, and if
applicable, height above water level; and

3.

Exterior materials and colors to be used.



Location, if any, of any views from public places to public places across the property;



Location, height and type of fencing; and

✔

✔

Page 2 of 5
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Zoning Board of Appeals

Application #

___ - _____



The name and address of the person and firm who drafted the plan, the seal of the
professional responsible for the accuracy of the plan (licensed in the state) and the date on
which the plan was prepared.



Other information as requested by the Zoning Administrator

✔

✔

DIMENSIONAL VARIANCE REQUEST STANDARDS PER SECTION 154.155(B)
Please respond to each of the following questions. As part of your request to obtain a dimensional or nonuse variance, the owner must show a practical difficulty by demonstrating that all of the following standards
are met:
(1)

Explain how strict compliance with area, setbacks, frontage, height, bulk or density would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the property for a permitted purpose, or would render
conformity unnecessarily burdensome;

See attached document for explanations 1-4
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
(2)

Explain how a variance would do substantial justice to the owner as well as to other property owners
in the district, or whether a lesser relaxation would give substantial relief and be more consistent with
justice to others;

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
(3)

Explain how the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances of the property and not to general
neighborhood conditions; and

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
(4)

Explain how the problem is not self-created or based on personal financial circumstances.

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Page 3 of 5
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Zoning Board of Appeals

Application #

___ - _____

USE VARIANCE REQUEST STANDARDS PER SECTION 154.155(C)
Please respond to each of the following questions. As part of your request to obtain a use variance, the
applicant must show an unnecessary hardship by demonstrating that all of the following standards are met:
(1)

Please explain how the property in question cannot be used for any of the uses permitted in the district
in which it is located;

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
(2)

Please explain how the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances of the property and not to
general neighborhood conditions;

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
(3)

Please explain how by granting the variance, the essential character of the neighborhood would not be
altered; and

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
(4)

Please explain how the problem is not self-created or based on personal financial circumstances.

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Page 4 of 5
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Zoning Board of Appeals

Application #

___ - _____

OFFICE USE ONLY:
Application Complete ________ Date ____________ Fee Paid __________ Date Paid __________
Date Notice Sent ________ Date Resident Notification _________ Hearing Date _______________
Notes: ____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Motion to Approve _______ Deny ____________
Findings of Fact:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Chair Signature __________________________________________________ Vote ___
Member Signature ________________________________________________ Vote ___
Member Signature ________________________________________________ Vote ___
Member Signature ________________________________________________ Vote ___
Member Signature ________________________________________________ Vote ___

Page 5 of 5
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30

31

32

33

34

CKC
Architect

P.O. Box 111
Douglas, MI 49406
616-886-1688
charleskcarlson@aol.com

Standards for Variance
25 May 2021
Re:

184 Park Street
Saugatuck, MI 49453
Parcel Number: 03-57-009-073-10

Please respond to each of the following questions. As part of your request to obtain a dimensional or non-use
variance, the owner must show a practical difficulty by demonstrating that all of the following standards are met:
(1) Explain how strict compliance with area, setbacks, frontage, height, bulk, or density would unreasonably
prevent the owner from using the property of a permitted purpose, or would render conformity unnecessarily
burdensome;
Over 50% of the property has a 1 on 3 slope or greater rendering it an unbuildable area as
determined by the Michigan Environment, Grate Lakes, and Energy (EGLE). In addition, the
unique lot shape, 8600 square feet of the front yard (along Park Street) is not buildable because of
the extremely narrow (77'-9") street front.
(2) Explain how a variance would do substantial justice to the owner as well as to other property owners in the
district, or whether a lesser relaxation would give substantial relief and be more consistent with justice to others;
The variance will allow a residence of comparable size to other residences in the neighborhood.
(3) Explain how the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances of the property and not to general
neighborhood condition;
Due to the unusual lot shape, the required building setbacks required by zoning, and the
restrictions place by the EGLE, the allowable buildable area remaining is an odd shape providing
limited space for a small building footprint/foundation. A setback variance along Vine Street (the
least used street) would allow a more suitable building foundation/footprint.
(4) Explain how the problem is not self-created or based on personal financial circumstances;
The hardships places on the property are defined by the EGLE, the uniquely shaped property
lines, and the building setback lines required for a corner lot.

Page 1 of 1
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Proposed Minutes
Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals SPECIAL Meeting
Saugatuck, Michigan, December 17, 2018
The Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals met in special session at 7:00 p.m. at City Hall, 102 Butler Street,
Saugatuck, Michigan.
Call to Order by Chairperson Kubasiak at 7:00 p.m.

1.

Attendance:
Present: Zerfas, Ludlow, Kubasiak
Absent: Bouck, Riekse, Bont
Others Present: Zoning Administrator Osman
2.

Approval of Agenda: None

3.
Approval of Minutes: A motion was made by Zerfas, 2nd by Ludlow, to approve the November 13, 2018
minutes as presented. Upon voice vote the motion carried unanimously.
4.
Schedule of Meetings: A motion was made by Kubasiak, 2nd by Ludlow, to approve the 2019 Schedule of
Meetings as presented. Upon voice vote the motion carried unanimously.
5.

Public Comments (agenda items only):

6.

Old Business:

7.

New Business:
A. 184 Vine Street - Setback – Public Hearing A public hearing was scheduled on this date to receive
comments regarding a variance to construct a new single family dwelling in the critical dunes with a reduces front
yard setback from Vine Street. The parcel does have access to Vine Street. A large portion of the property is not
buildable due to the slope over 3:1. There was a previous variance granted in 2016. That variance has expired.
The original set back variance was either 10 feet or 15 feet, the drawing submitted showed the structure at 15 feet
from the property line, while the minutes reflected that the approved setback between the house and the property
line was 10 feet.
Chairperson Kubasiak opened the hearing at 7:15 p.m.
Rick Critchett presented the project. The corner of the deck is shown at 9 feet, but he can make the deck smaller.
The paved Vine Street curves away from the property line at the point where the house is proposed. He is hoping
for a modification to the original permit from the DEQ. The garage is proposed to be 22 feet deep. The house is
under 2,100 square feet. Three letters were received in opposition from Gary Medler, Kenneth Altman, and James
Lindsey. The letters are attached to the packet.
There being no further comments, Chairperson Kubasiak closed the public at 7:55 p.m.
The Board discussed the letters and the previous variance and the findings of fact from that date. At that time, the
applicant stated he was willing to scale back on the deck. They then turned to the standards
1.
2.
3.
4.

A house of any size will need some kind of variance from ZBA or DEQ.
The proposed house will protrude a lesser density into the setback than the previous approval.
It is a ravine lot and every property in the area is unique.
The circumstances were not self-created but were created by natural topography of the land.

A motion was made by Zerfas, 2nd by Ludlow, to approve the application for 184 Park Street granting a request for
a front yard setback from Vine Street varying from a minimum of 10 feet between the open deck and the property
line, 16 feet between the corner of the garage and the property line, and 13.5 feet between the corner of the great
room and the property line to construct a single family residential dwelling as shown in the application packet
presented to the board. The variance is conditioned upon a new or revised DEQ permit. Upon roll call vote the
motion carried unanimously.
B. 810 Allegan Street – Setback - Public Hearing: A public hearing was scheduled on this date to
receive comments regarding a variance for a bathroom addition to the house setback at zero feet from the property
line on East Street in line with the existing house, where setback of 20 feet is required. There used to be a shed in
this location, and the area to be used is currently occupied by a deck.
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Chairperson Kubasiak opened the hearing at 8:07 p.m.
Christopher Vishey, property owner described the project and distributed a conceptual elevation. There are
foundation challenges and interior systems challenges with the house. Other locations on the property were ruled
out. The proposed location would provide for safer and more functional home. The addition would project 6-12
inches into the ROW. The projection into the ROW will require a revocable license. Other locations on the property
were ruled out. The proposed location would provide for safer and more functional home. The addition will be a
single story. The Chair read a letter of support from Brian Stevens and Kirbie Peterson.
There being no further comments, Chairperson Kubasiak closed the public at 8:20 p.m.
The board discussed the four standards that must be met to approve the variance.
1. The use of the property as a single family home is a permitted use. It would be unnecessarily burdensome
to reconfigure the electrical plumbing and HVAC. The house was located before the land was platted. A
bathroom is very important to the function of a house
2. There is no lesser remedy, and the neighbor that will see it the most wrote the letter of support. Since it will
extend over the right of way it will need a revocable license
3. It is an older home and the request definitely is related to the unique condition of the property.
4. The problem is not self-created as the house was built where it was built.
A motion was made by Zerfas, 2nd by Ludlow, to approve Application V180007 / 810 Allegan Street for a 10’ x 14’
bathroom addition along the same wall plane as the existing house extending not more than 12 inches into the
ROW as presented. ZBA is recommending approval of the revocable license. Upon roll call vote the motion
carried unanimously.
8.

Communications: None

9.

Reports of Officers and Committees:

10.

Public Comments:

11.

Adjournment: Chairperson Kubasiak adjourned the meeting at 8:45 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Monica Nagel, CMC
City Clerk
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Minutes
Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals Meeting
Saugatuck, Michigan, September 8, 2016
The Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals met in regular session at 7:00 p.m. in Council Chambers of Saugatuck
City Hall, 102 Butler Street, Saugatuck, MI 49453
1.

Call to Order by Chairperson Kubasiak Bont at 7:00 p.m.
Attendance:
Present: Bont, Bouck, Riekse, Zerfas, Ludlow
Absent: Kubasiak
Others Present: Zoning Administrator Osman

2.

Approval of Agenda: No changes

3.
Approval of Minutes: A motion was made by Riekse, 2nd by Zack, to approve the August 11, 2016 regular
meeting minutes as presented. Upon voice vote the motion carried unanimously.
4.

Public Comments (agenda items only): None

5.

Unfinished Business:
A. Application 16.0002 Park/Vine Street – Residential Setback: A motion was made by Ludlow, 2nd by
Bont to approve a variance from the required front yard setback of 25 feet to a ten foot setback on Vine Street for
the construction of a new single family home on permanent parcel number (0357-009-073-10). Upon voice vote the
motion carried unanimously. The Board adopted the following findings of fact:
Charles Carlson, on behalf of property owner Leonard Chinnici presented a revised drawing of the proposed
home.
The topography of the site limits the buildable area without encroaching on sandy dunes. The property was
purchased from the City in the 1980’s prior to the Dune act. A single family home is a permitted purpose.
The variance on Vine Street would allow the house to be built on flatter land area and reduce the encroachment
on a sandy dune.
The lot is a ravine lot purchased prior to the state dune act.
The condition is the natural condition of the topography.
6.

New Business: None

7.

Communications:
A. Dunegrass Docks Update: Zoning Administrator Osman updated the commission on the Dunegrass
Dock project.
8.

Commission Comments: The Board is willing to consider early meetings during the winter months.

9.

Public Comments:

10.

Adjournment: Chairperson Kubasiak adjourned the meeting at 7:40 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Monica Nagel, CMC
City Clerk
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City of Saugatuck
Zoning Board of Appeals Special Meeting
Thursday, December 10, 2020 at 7:00 pm.
1.

Call to Order: by Vice Chairperson Bont at 7:00 pm.
Attendance:
Present: Bont, Bouck, Muir, Zerfas, Ludlow (joined at 7:09 pm)
Absent: Kubasiak
Others Present: Zoning Administrator Osman, Clerk Wilkinson

2.

Agenda Changes: None

3.

Approval of Minutes: A motion was made by Muir, 2nd by Bouck, to approve the
November 12, 2020 meeting minutes as presented. Upon roll call vote the motion passed
unanimously. Ludlow and Kubasiak abstained as they were not at the November 12, 2020
meeting.

4.

New Business
Osman presented an overview of the application at 979 Singapore Drive, and the
public hearing was opened at 7:08 PM. The proposed new home is squeezed between
a curved front yard at the end of a cul-de-sac, and a drainage easement on the rear and
on the side of the lot.
The public hearing was closed at 7:38 pm.
A. Front yard setback for 979 Singapore Drive - A motion was made by Muir, 2nd
by Ludlow, to approve the application for a six foot variance at the front yard for a
new home at 979 Singapore Drive as submitted with the following findings of
fact: The lot is an unusual shape with significant portions taken up by drainage
easements. A single family home is a permitted use in this zone district.
Extending the house toward the easement would create an unreasonable burden by
a significant portion of the foundation would have to extend over a challenging
bank. In addition to the 50 foot setback, there is an unimproved portion of the
ROW between the property line and the paved portion of the street (about 20 – 25
feet) on the cul-de-sac. The property lines, topography, and cul-de-sac were not
created by the owners. Upon roll call vote the motion passed unanimously.
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5. Adjourn: A motion was made by Bouck, 2nd by Ludlow, to adjourn the meeting at — pm.
Upon roll call vote the motion passed unanimously.
Respectfully Submitted,

Erin K. Wilkinson
City Clerk
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ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS JUNE 10, 2021
APPLICATION: 21001
443 PARK STREET
VHH SAUGATUCK HOLDINGS, LP

REQUEST: Ed Pynnonen on behalf of VHH SAUGATUCK HOLDINGS, LP
is requesting dimensional setback variances in connection with a 181 square foot bathroom and
utility structure at 443 Park Street, and various fencing and screening variances.
Ed Pynnonen, agent for the owner of property located at 443 Park Street has submitted an
application to the Zoning Board of Appeals for setback variances and fence and height variances.
The purpose of this report is to provide a review of the application, requirements of the zoning
ordinance, and standards for consideration.
ZONE DISTRICT: The property is located in the R Resort C-4 zoning district.
IMPORTANT REMINDER: This board is authorized to grant or deny requests for
variances from the requirements of the zoning ordinance. In this case, dimensional
variances are requested. This board does not have the ability to approve or deny a
permitted use. Should you determine to grant these variances, it does not absolve the
applicants from any other requirements under Local, State or Federal laws.
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Variance 1: Bathroom/Utility Room
While the applicant is requesting multiple variances for the bathroom structure, it appears as if
the conditions of the land apply equally to each variance request for the building. In this case, it
would be appropriate to make a single motion to cover all of the dimensional variances requested
for the building.
The applicant is requesting the following variances in connection with the proposed 181 sq. ft.
bathhouse and storage area.
Required

Proposed

Variance of:

Section

Front setback

15 feet

.2 feet

14.8 feet

154.37,D,1

Side setback

10 feet

1.5 feet

8.5 feet

154.37,D,1

Set back to roadway

20 feet

10 feet

10 feet

154.092,D,2c-d

Waterfront setback

25 feet

9 feet

16 feet

154.021,F,4

Section 154.155 (B) provides the standards that must be met in order for the Board to grant a
dimensional (non-use) variance:
1. That strict compliance with area, setbacks, frontage, height, bulk, or density would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the property for a permitted purpose, or
would render conformity unnecessarily burdensome.
2. That a variance would do substantial justice to the owner as well as to other property
owners in the district, or whether a lesser relaxation would give substantial relief and be
more consistent with justice to others.
3. That the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances of the property and not to
general neighborhood conditions.
4. That the problem is not self-created or based on personal financial circumstances.
RECOMMENDATION: We bring to your attention that it is the responsibility of the applicant
to provide evidence that ALL of the above conditions be met in order to grant a variance. If
ALL of the above conditions are met the variance shall be granted. In order to assure that your
decision can withstand any challenges, either for or against, it is essential that the findings are
clearly articulated.
The sample motion may be used:
I hereby make a motion to (Approve/Deny) the application for 443 Park Street for the
construction of a bathroom and laundry area at the following setbacks:
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Description

Required

Proposed

Variance of:

Section

Front setback

15 feet

.2 feet

14.8 feet

154.37,D,1

Side setback

10 feet

1.5 feet

8.5 feet

154.37,D,1

Set back to roadway

20 feet

10 feet

10 feet

154.092,D,2c-d

Waterfront setback

25 feet

9 feet

16 feet

154.021,F,4

and conditioned upon proper building and zoning permits being issued, subject to any actions by
the Planning Commission and the State and Federal Governments. This motion is based on the
following findings of fact:
Please restate the findings of fact:
Standard 1 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 2 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 3 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 4 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Variance 2. Four foot high screen with gate
It would be appropriate to make a single motion to cover all the dimensional variances requested
for the screen with gate.
The applicant is requesting the following variances in connection with the proposed screen with
gate.
Ordinance

Proposed

Variance of:

Section

Maximum height

3 feet

4 feet

1 foot

154.143 (E) 5

Opacity

6:1

Solid board

No opacity

154.143 (F) 6

Section 154.155 (B) provides the standards that must be met in order for the Board to grant a
dimensional (non-use) variance:
1. That strict compliance with area, setbacks, frontage, height, bulk, or density would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the property for a permitted purpose or would
render conformity unnecessarily burdensome.
2. That a variance would do substantial justice to the owner as well as to other property
owners in the district, or whether a lesser relaxation would give substantial relief and be
more consistent with justice to others.
3. That the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances of the property and not to
general neighborhood conditions.
4. That the problem is not self-created or based on personal financial circumstances.
RECOMMENDATION: We bring to your attention that it is the responsibility of the applicant
to provide evidence that ALL of the above conditions be met in order to grant a variance. If
ALL of the above conditions are met the variance shall be granted. In order to assure that your
decision can withstand any challenges, either for or against, it is essential that the findings are
clearly articulated.
The sample motion may be used:
I hereby make a motion to (Approve/Deny) the application for 443 Park Street for a four foot
high solid board screen in the front yard and within 25 feet of the waterfront subject to any
actions by the Planning Commission. This motion is based on the following findings of fact:
Please restate the findings of fact:
Standard 1 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 2 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 3 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 4 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Variance 3. Eight feet high screen for electrical equipment
154.142 SCREENING.
(A) Intent. The intent of this section is to promote the public’s health, safety and general
welfare by minimizing noise, air and visual pollution; to improve the appearance of off-street
parking and other vehicular use areas; and require buffering between incompatible land uses.
*
*
*
*
*
(D) Screening between land uses. Upon any project for which a site plan is required, or
whenever a nonresidential use or multiple family dwelling abuts a residentially zoned or used
property, screening shall be constructed along all adjoining boundaries with residentially zoned
or used property. . . . The required screening may be accomplished by the following methods:
*
*
*
*
*
(3) A solid wall or fence meeting the requirements of this section at least five feet but not
greater than six feet in height measured on the side of the proposed wall having the higher grade
within five feet horizontally. When the distance between structures or adjoining lots is less than
twice the minimum setback, or where there is a need to provide a greater noise or dust barrier or
to screen more intense development, a solid wall or fence may be required at the discretion of the
Planning Commission.
*
*
*
*
*
(F) Additional screening requirements. Where a commercial or industrial zone or use abuts a
residential zone or use, all support equipment including but not limited to air conditioning and
heating equipment, gas meters and exhaust fans located outside of a building shall be screened
from the view of abutting streets and surrounding properties. If the building is located in the
Historic District, the proposed screening must be approved by the Historic District.
Screening

Ordinance

Proposed

Variance of:

Section

Maximum height

6 feet

6 feet / 8 feet
section

2 foot

154.142 (D) 3, (F)

RECOMMENDATION: We bring to your attention that it is the responsibility of the applicant
to provide evidence that ALL of the above conditions be met in order to grant a variance. If
ALL of the above conditions are met the variance shall be granted. In order to assure that your
decision can withstand any challenges, either for or against, it is essential that the findings are
clearly articulated.
Section 154.155 (B) provides the standards that must be met in order for the Board to grant a
dimensional (non-use) variance:
1. That strict compliance with area, setbacks, frontage, height, bulk, or density would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the property for a permitted purpose, or
would render conformity unnecessarily burdensome.
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2. That a variance would do substantial justice to the owner as well as to other property
owners in the district, or whether a lesser relaxation would give substantial relief and be
more consistent with justice to others.
3. That the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances of the property and not to
general neighborhood conditions.
4. That the problem is not self-created or based on personal financial circumstances.
RECOMMENDATION: We bring to your attention that it is the responsibility of the applicant
to provide evidence that ALL of the above conditions be met in order to grant a variance. If
ALL of the above conditions are met the variance shall be granted. In order to assure that your
decision can withstand any challenges, either for or against, it is essential that the findings are
clearly articulated.
The sample motion may be used:
I hereby make a motion to (Approve/Deny) the application for the screening between 443 Park
Street and the Chain Ferry by solid board screen at 8 foot high for a section 10 feet in length to
screen the electric panels, and the remainder will be reduced to 6 feet in height subject to any
actions by the Planning Commission. This motion is based on the following findings of fact:
Please restate the findings of fact:
Standard 1 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 2 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 3 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 4 is met/not met because: ________________________________________
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REQUESTED DESCRIPTION
The owner requests a variance from the front yard setback from the 15’ to 2’, side setbacks from 10’ to 2’, and
from the water side set back from 25’ to 10’ to construct a bathroom and storage closet/laundry on the upland
portion of its marina. The owner requests a dimension variance for a 4’ solid board half wall with gate in lieu of
a 3’ fence with 6:1 ratio open space. If these requested variances are approved, then the owner will consent to
reducing the existing 8' privacy screen that was installed pursuant to a 2019 written agreement with the City.
The owner would request a variance to allow the 8' privacy screen to remain at 8' to cover the electric meter,
but would agree to reduce the rest of the privacy screen to 6' (without waiving its legal argument that the
entire 8'privacy screen has already been properly approved by the City in a legally enforceable document). As a
result of the unique lot shape, the riverfront, the offset of the Park Street right-of-way, and the overlapping
setbacks, the upland portion of the parcels have no building envelope (see site setback sketch). The structures
proposed to be built are customary accessories to marina uses. Boat owners that use the marina would utilize
these structures as is done in other area marinas. The marina is fully permitted (both state and US Army Corps
of Engineers) and is a use that is permitted with special land use approval, which was obtained from the
Planning Commission in 2017. It is a long-time parcel that is subject to property tax yet is not capable of being
used like other marinas without a variance.
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Cindy Osman
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sue Bleers <susiebleers@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 10, 2021 5:12 PM
Cindy Osman
Variances at Park and Bliss

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Saugatuck city:
It is difficult to comprehend how the question of a variance regarding the building of a washroom would even be
allowed to be introduced again when it was already denied when it came up before. It is just as difficult to understand
why a n 8 foot fence was allowed to be constructed when it was also denied. Who is running Saugatuck. Others of us
who have tried to get variances have been denied and we had to live with the decision. Why on earth shouldn’t they
have to live with the decision also. Shouldn’t the ordinances apply to all especially when variances are denied. Who
follows through when someone ignores the decision and does whatever they want. Wouldn’t Saugatuck become chaos
and fall apart if this is the way the government is treated This went from a couple of piers for owners of the houses
being built on the lake to calling a little slip of land a marina? And putting in rental houseboats? Since when is a marina
a rental facility full of houseboats owned by one company.
A marina by definition is a place for small boats and yachts to dock not a place for an owner to put in a bunch of
houseboats he rents out.
Is the definition of a marina now a small strip of l lol and along water that anybody can buy and throw in rental
houseboats. This doesn’t benefit the neighborhood or Saugatuck at all.
Sincerely, Susan Bleeds
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Dear Members of the Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals,
I am writing to you to implore you to reject the many variances and setbacks applied for by VHH
Saugatuck Holdings, LP at 443 Park Street. This stretch of Park Street is a favorite spot for tourists and
residents alike. Because of this, it is a very congested area during the summer season. Pedestrians,
bikers, and hikers flood this area from early morning until after sunset. The fence/wall that currently
blocks their sightline and that of drivers approaching the area is a safety hazard. Their safety would be
compromised further with construction of the building and additional new fencing if it is allowed. The
road is already congested and narrow and additional encroachments on space for walking and biking
would be extremely dangerous.
I question what is the reason that Saugatuck Holdings is requesting that the fence should be 4’ high;
what is the reason that is must be solid board; and what is the reason for no opacity? The previously
constructed wall/fence is out of character with the area and I believe that all the variances requested
are also out of character with the area.
Please deny the many variances that are not appropriate for the size or character of the land.
Thank you,
Jean Prokopeak
438 Park
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June 10, 2021
Dear Members of the Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals,
As you face the decision on the issue of approving/disapproving the variance and setback requests made
by VHH Saugatuck Holdings, LP, I would like to add my voice to the discussion. I find it difficult to
understand why, when this issue was previously litigated, it should be considered again. It is the same
party making the same request.
In 2017 when the original request was brought before the Planning Commission and a special land use
was permitted the request was presented in very different terms. The original request was presented as
private dock spaces for personal watercraft of Dune Grass residents. Since that time, the “marina” has
completely changed its character and has developed into something for which the sliver of land was
never suitable. The VHH Saugatuck Holdings, LP current plan to use this property as a commercial
marina is not appropriate for the size of the land.
Although this area is designated R-Resort C-4 that does not mean that this sliver of property is
appropriate for a commercial marina with all the amenities and sufficient parking. VHH Saugatuck
Holdings, LP purports that “the essential nature of the area revolves around waterfront activities,
primarily related to pleasure boating granting a variance for the bathroom/laundry room/storage
building is consistent with the existing uses. The requested 6’ privacy screen would allow a continuation
of pleasure boat usage at the adjacent dock”. From my recollection, the area has been used for
pleasure boating/canoeing for well over 50 years without a 6’ privacy screen. A privacy screen is not
needed now.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Bob and Amy Peick
438 Park Street
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John and Rita Richardson
426 Bliss Street
Saugatuck, MI
49453
johnandrita2@comcast.net
313-550-9957
June 12, 2021
To The City Of Saugatuck Zoning Board Of Appeals
Re: June 17, 2021 Public Hearing
Dear members of the ZBA,
We are opposed to granting the variance requests made by VHH Saugatuck
Holdings, LP (Application #21001). These requests have been almost unanimously
opposed by every neighbor in the surrounding area, many of whom have submitted
letters to the city outlining various reasonable objections. Like our neighbors we believe
granting approval of these would:
1. Increase traﬃc in an already overly congested area,
2. Create an unacceptable risk to public safety and,
3. Be inconsistent with the character of the neighborhood.
Furthermore, we question the fact that a request for these variances was even
allowed to be made and a hearing scheduled, since it appears that VHH is asking for
essentially the same thing that was already denied by the Zoning Board of Appeals
(May 12, 2016). The same denial was upheld by The Allegan County Circuit Court (April
5, 2017). Who allowed this dead horse to be beaten a third time? And why?
We suggest these variance requests be denied and the hearing quickly
adjourned as they are procedurally improper, legally questionable, and an aﬀront to the
neighbors and concerned citizens of Saugatuck who have been obliged to waste so
much time repeating the same message: “We don’t approve”.
Sincerely,
John and Rita Richardson
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We have owned our home at 129 Park Street for over 30 years. It is just down the
street from the chain ferry. We love Saugatuck and feel that the developer- built
wooden fence is appalling. Even more appalling is the idea that ugly houseboats
may be placed at the developer’s docks next to the chain ferry.
Not only are these developer actions hurting the appearance and charm of our
small, quaint town, they are apparently against the City’s own ordinances.
So,what’s the deal here? This sure smells like corruption. Is it?
Aren’t you as elected officials supposed to protect our small town and keep it
quaint and beautiful for your current and future taxpayers? Do you care that this
is a step in the direction of an ugly over- commercialized harbor?
Sometimes it would appear that our elected officials forget that what makes
Saugatuck special and different from other harbors along the coast is its natural
beauty and charm. That’s why people come here. Our Historical Society does a
great job of preserving the city’s heritage and maintaining important historical
places and things. We have the wonderful chain ferry, so integral to the city’s
culture. Across the river is the newly-restored fishing shack. We have the
reconditioned root beer barrel. These things are integral to the city’s culture, to
its quaintness, to its brand.
The harbor is key. We are boaters who have spent quite a bit of time cruising up
Michigan’s coast. Saugatuck is very special. Attracting boaters is key to the city’s
prosperity. Houseboats are not.
Residents of Saugatuck pay really high taxes, especially those of us who live along
the water. We abide by City laws, and so should developers. Please stop this ugly,
illegal developer activity.
Tom and Carol Bruckman
129 Park St.
480-510-8487
Cbrucky@aol.com
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John and Rita Richardson
426 Bliss Street
Saugatuck, MI
49453
johnandrita2@comcast.net
313-550-9957
June 12, 2021
To The City Of Saugatuck Zoning Board Of Appeals
Re: June 17, 2021 Public Hearing
Dear members of the ZBA,
We are opposed to granting the variance requests made by VHH Saugatuck
Holdings, LP (Application #21001). These requests have been almost unanimously
opposed by every neighbor in the surrounding area, many of whom have submitted
letters to the city outlining various reasonable objections. Like our neighbors we believe
granting approval of these would:
1. Increase traﬃc in an already overly congested area,
2. Create an unacceptable risk to public safety and,
3. Be inconsistent with the character of the neighborhood.
Furthermore, we question the fact that a request for these variances was even
allowed to be made and a hearing scheduled, since it appears that VHH is asking for
essentially the same thing that was already denied by the Zoning Board of Appeals
(May 12, 2016). The same denial was upheld by The Allegan County Circuit Court (April
5, 2017). Who allowed this dead horse to be beaten a third time? And why?
We suggest these variance requests be denied and the hearing quickly
adjourned as they are procedurally improper, legally questionable, and an aﬀront to the
neighbors and concerned citizens of Saugatuck who have been obliged to waste so
much time repeating the same message: “We don’t approve”.
Sincerely,
John and Rita Richardson
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Written Communications:
Susan Bleers – Opposition
Bob and Amy Peick - Opposition
John and Rita Richardson - Opposition
Tom and Carol Bruckman - Opposition
Ann Broeker – Opposition
Michael and Gina Prokopeak - Opposition
Gary Medler + 49 others – Opposition
Trista and Kevin McCarthy – Opposition
Carol Bruckman - Opposition
Trista and Kevin McCarthy – Opposition
Lefort – Opposition
Spoke at the June 17th meeting
Jane Underwood
Ann Broeker
Susan McGee
John Richardson
Tom Bruckman
Letters Read
Tom and Carol Bruckman
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John and Rita Richardson
426 Bliss Street
Saugatuck, MI
49453
johnandrita2@comcast.net
313-550-9957
June 12, 2021
To The City Of Saugatuck Zoning Board Of Appeals
Re: June 17, 2021 Public Hearing
Dear members of the ZBA,
We are opposed to granting the variance requests made by VHH Saugatuck
Holdings, LP (Application #21001). These requests have been almost unanimously
opposed by every neighbor in the surrounding area, many of whom have submitted
letters to the city outlining various reasonable objections. Like our neighbors we believe
granting approval of these would:
1. Increase traﬃc in an already overly congested area,
2. Create an unacceptable risk to public safety and,
3. Be inconsistent with the character of the neighborhood.
Furthermore, we question the fact that a request for these variances was even
allowed to be made and a hearing scheduled, since it appears that VHH is asking for
essentially the same thing that was already denied by the Zoning Board of Appeals
(May 12, 2016). The same denial was upheld by The Allegan County Circuit Court (April
5, 2017). Who allowed this dead horse to be beaten a third time? And why?
We suggest these variance requests be denied and the hearing quickly
adjourned as they are procedurally improper, legally questionable, and an aﬀront to the
neighbors and concerned citizens of Saugatuck who have been obliged to waste so
much time repeating the same message: “We don’t approve”.
Sincerely,
John and Rita Richardson
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We have owned our home at 129 Park Street for over 30 years. It is just down the
street from the chain ferry. We love Saugatuck and feel that the developer- built
wooden fence is appalling. Even more appalling is the idea that ugly houseboats
may be placed at the developer’s docks next to the chain ferry.
Not only are these developer actions hurting the appearance and charm of our
small, quaint town, they are apparently against the City’s own ordinances.
So,what’s the deal here? This sure smells like corruption. Is it?
Aren’t you as elected officials supposed to protect our small town and keep it
quaint and beautiful for your current and future taxpayers? Do you care that this
is a step in the direction of an ugly over- commercialized harbor?
Sometimes it would appear that our elected officials forget that what makes
Saugatuck special and different from other harbors along the coast is its natural
beauty and charm. That’s why people come here. Our Historical Society does a
great job of preserving the city’s heritage and maintaining important historical
places and things. We have the wonderful chain ferry, so integral to the city’s
culture. Across the river is the newly-restored fishing shack. We have the
reconditioned root beer barrel. These things are integral to the city’s culture, to
its quaintness, to its brand.
The harbor is key. We are boaters who have spent quite a bit of time cruising up
Michigan’s coast. Saugatuck is very special. Attracting boaters is key to the city’s
prosperity. Houseboats are not.
Residents of Saugatuck pay really high taxes, especially those of us who live along
the water. We abide by City laws, and so should developers. Please stop this ugly,
illegal developer activity.
Tom and Carol Bruckman
129 Park St.
480-510-8487
Cbrucky@aol.com
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Ryan/Cindy: please provide our comments below to the members of the ZBA as soon as
possible. Please also include this email in the packet sent to the ZBA as part of the record for its
June 17, 2021, hearing.
Dear Members of the City of Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals,
I urge the ZBA to reject the dimensional variances requested by Dune Ridge/VHH Saugatuck
Holdings in Application 21001 related to two sections of fencing and setbacks for a
bathroom/laundry facility at 443 Park Street. The applicant has not demonstrated that any of
these variances meet the standards set forth in the Saugatuck Code of Ordinances for
dimensional variances from Code requirements. As a result, approving any of the variances
would cause harm to city residents and tourists and would be inconsistent with the Code.
Sincerely,
Trista and Kevin McCarthy
442 Park Street
Saugatuck
Received 6/16/21 2:47 PM
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To the ZBA:
I listened to the arguments of the Dune Ridge attorney. At no time did he mention the public safety risk
for people exciting the chain ferry with their view of Park Street blocked by the “screening” fence. In my
opinion the entire issue should be determined by this issue.
The attorney DID use the words of a local resident that the area is “very congested”. This was the the
only part of his argument I agreed with. The area is already a disaster - with busy and speeding traffic,
no police enforcement, limited site lines, and now a fence in a dangerous location. I know this - having
walked Park Street for 25 years.
However - the attorney misused the congestion to offer it as a reason why those using the docks for
pleasure SHOULD be screened from what people on Park Street have lived with for many years before
the docks were built. This is nonsense! The people with the highest priority are those exiting the chain
ferry (many unfamiliar with the congestion) who are at greater risk because of the “screening fence”.
They enter the congestion with a decreased view of the road.
So - the fence should be entirely removed. The restroom, utility room, and laundry facilities should
receive a “NO”. How could any of these be a higher priority than recognizing the public safety risk of
someone being seriously injured?
Best
Gordon Neil Lefort
714 Park Street
Saugatuck

Received 6/18/21 9:34 am (accessed 1:36 pm)
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June 16, 2021
Dear Members of the City of Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals,
I am writing to share my concerns about Application 21001, submitted by Paul Heule and VHH
Saugatuck Holdings, LP/Dune Ridge SA, LP (“the Submission”) that the Zoning Board of Appeals
(“ZBA”) is scheduled to review at a hearing on June 17. My home is located almost directly
across the street from the property at issue in the Submission, so I am very familiar with this
location. For the reasons described below, the ZBA should reject each of the three dimensional
variance requests presented in city staff’s memo to the ZBA (“the Memo”) because they do not
meet the standards set forth in the City of Saugatuck Code of Ordinances (“the Code”).
“Variance 1” in the Memo: Setback Variances for a Bathroom/Utility Room
Compliance with the setback requirements at 443 Park Street (“the Property”) would not
prevent the applicant from using the property for its permitted use as private docks. Common
sense dictates that an on-site bathroom and laundry facility are not necessary to engage in
recreational boating. Even if they were, the docks are only permitted for private use by
Dunegrass residents under both the Code and Dune Ridge’s EGLE permit. Therefore, any
boaters at the Property must own a single family home at the Dunegrass development that is
located less than a mile from the Property where they can easily access their own laundry and
bathroom facilities. Moreover, the city maintains public restrooms located within close
proximity of the Property.
In addition, allowing the setbacks would cause substantial injustice to residents and tourists. If
permitted, the proposed bathroom/laundry facility would practically sit on Park Street. As a
result, it would fully block any driver’s view of Chain Ferry passengers disembarking onto a busy
portion of Park Street, creating a dangerous situation for both the passengers and drivers.
Importantly, the ZBA has already considered and rejected Dune Ridge’s request for setback
variances for a bathroom facility. The Submission is substantially the same as the application
that was previously denied, and that denial was subsequently upheld by the Allegan Circuit
Court in 2017. No changes to the Code or the Property have occurred since 2017 that would
alter the ZBA’s analysis of the standards that led to its previously upheld denial of Variance 1.
Moreover, the legal question remains as to whether the ZBA even has the authority to revisit a
previously adjudicated ruling regarding these setback variances.
“Variance 2” in the Memo: Variances to Allow a Four Foot High Fence with Gate on the South
End of the Property
The Code requires that applicants show that each of the four standards for a variance is met
(section 154.155(B)). Dune Ridge has not met its burden as required in the Code by explaining
how these variances meet each of these standards. In fact, the Submission does not address
the standards with respect to Variance 2 in either the form application questions or the free
1
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text narrative included in the Submission. Therefore, pursuant to the plain language of the
Code, the ZBA must reject Variance 2 because Dune Ridge has failed to explain how these
variances meet any of the Code’s standards.
“Variance 3” in the Memo: Variances to Allow an Eight Foot High Fence Next to the Chain
Ferry
As an initial matter, the same fencing sections of the Code that apply to Variance 2 should be
applied to Variance 3 when considering any variance with respect to the 8 foot tall fence next
to the Chain Ferry. Sections 154.143(E)(5) and 154.143(F)(6) of the Code apply to the eight foot
tall fence, and those provisions require that the front portion of the fence not exceed three feet
in height (because it is within the front yard setback), that any portion beyond the front yard
setback not exceed four feet in height (because it is located within 25 feet of the river), and that
the entire stretch of fencing must be a minimum ratio of six parts open space to one part solid
material (because it is located within 25 feet of the river).1 As a result, the Submission
effectively seeks a five foot variance for the front portion of the fence, a two-to-four foot
variance for the back portion of the fence, and a variance from the six to one open space ratio
for the entire fence.
The ZBA should reject all of these variances that comprise “Variance 3” because a deviation
from the Code’s fencing requirements is not necessary to enable boaters to use the Property.
Chain Ferry passengers do not interfere with boaters at the Property in any way. In fact, the
passengers have no interest in the Property; they either linger close to the Chain Ferry landing
while eagerly waiting to take the ferry to the downtown area, or they quickly exit the ferry
upon arrival on the west side of the river to explore the numerous sites that are exceedingly
more interesting than the Property. Moreover, as with Variance 1, permitting these variances
would cause substantial injustice to residents and tourists because the resulting fence would
endanger those individuals when using the Chain Ferry or driving down a busy stretch of Park
Street without a clear line of sight to Chain Ferry passengers exiting onto the street. In
addition, the resulting structure would replace residents and tourists view of the river with a
wooden eyesore. Lowering part, or even all, of the solid board fence to six feet in height would
not alter this analysis.
Finally, it is not clear that the ZBA even has the authority to consider a variance related to the
fencing structure next to the Chain Ferry. Section 154.022(F)(4) of the Code provides that “all

1

The Memo incorrectly states that the applicant only needs a variance of two feet based on sections 154.142(D)(3)
and 154.142(F) of the Code. Section 154.142(D)(3) allows for a five to six foot fence along an adjoining boundary
“with residentially zoned or used property” (emphasis added). Section 154.142(F) similarly refers to screening to
covering support equipment “[w]here a commercial or industrial zone or use abuts a residential zone or use”
(emphasis added). The City cannot interpret either of these sections of the Code as applying to the location of the
eight foot fence because the Chain Ferry is not a residential property, and 443 Park Street is neither commercial
nor industrial.
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structures on a waterfront lot shall have a setback of 25 feet from the waterfront.” The ZBA
should consider how this section of the Code affects its authority to rule on Variance 3.
*

*

*

*

*

For the reasons set forth above, I believe the ZBA must deny each variance set forth in the
Memo because none of them meet the standards set forth in the Code. Alternatively, it would
also be appropriate for the ZBA to seek independent, outside counsel to consider whether it
even has the authority to rule on the variances.
Sincerely,
Ann Broeker
508 Park Street
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Cindy Osman
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sue Bleers <susiebleers@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 10, 2021 5:12 PM
Cindy Osman
Variances at Park and Bliss

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Saugatuck city:
It is difficult to comprehend how the question of a variance regarding the building of a washroom would even be
allowed to be introduced again when it was already denied when it came up before. It is just as difficult to understand
why a n 8 foot fence was allowed to be constructed when it was also denied. Who is running Saugatuck. Others of us
who have tried to get variances have been denied and we had to live with the decision. Why on earth shouldn’t they
have to live with the decision also. Shouldn’t the ordinances apply to all especially when variances are denied. Who
follows through when someone ignores the decision and does whatever they want. Wouldn’t Saugatuck become chaos
and fall apart if this is the way the government is treated This went from a couple of piers for owners of the houses
being built on the lake to calling a little slip of land a marina? And putting in rental houseboats? Since when is a marina
a rental facility full of houseboats owned by one company.
A marina by definition is a place for small boats and yachts to dock not a place for an owner to put in a bunch of
houseboats he rents out.
Is the definition of a marina now a small strip of l lol and along water that anybody can buy and throw in rental
houseboats. This doesn’t benefit the neighborhood or Saugatuck at all.
Sincerely, Susan Bleeds
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Dear Members of the Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals,
I am writing to you to implore you to reject the many variances and setbacks applied for by VHH
Saugatuck Holdings, LP at 443 Park Street. This stretch of Park Street is a favorite spot for tourists and
residents alike. Because of this, it is a very congested area during the summer season. Pedestrians,
bikers, and hikers flood this area from early morning until after sunset. The fence/wall that currently
blocks their sightline and that of drivers approaching the area is a safety hazard. Their safety would be
compromised further with construction of the building and additional new fencing if it is allowed. The
road is already congested and narrow and additional encroachments on space for walking and biking
would be extremely dangerous.
I question what is the reason that Saugatuck Holdings is requesting that the fence should be 4’ high;
what is the reason that is must be solid board; and what is the reason for no opacity? The previously
constructed wall/fence is out of character with the area and I believe that all the variances requested
are also out of character with the area.
Please deny the many variances that are not appropriate for the size or character of the land.
Thank you,
Jean Prokopeak
438 Park
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June 10, 2021
Dear Members of the Saugatuck Zoning Board of Appeals,
As you face the decision on the issue of approving/disapproving the variance and setback requests made
by VHH Saugatuck Holdings, LP, I would like to add my voice to the discussion. I find it difficult to
understand why, when this issue was previously litigated, it should be considered again. It is the same
party making the same request.
In 2017 when the original request was brought before the Planning Commission and a special land use
was permitted the request was presented in very different terms. The original request was presented as
private dock spaces for personal watercraft of Dune Grass residents. Since that time, the “marina” has
completely changed its character and has developed into something for which the sliver of land was
never suitable. The VHH Saugatuck Holdings, LP current plan to use this property as a commercial
marina is not appropriate for the size of the land.
Although this area is designated R-Resort C-4 that does not mean that this sliver of property is
appropriate for a commercial marina with all the amenities and sufficient parking. VHH Saugatuck
Holdings, LP purports that “the essential nature of the area revolves around waterfront activities,
primarily related to pleasure boating granting a variance for the bathroom/laundry room/storage
building is consistent with the existing uses. The requested 6’ privacy screen would allow a continuation
of pleasure boat usage at the adjacent dock”. From my recollection, the area has been used for
pleasure boating/canoeing for well over 50 years without a 6’ privacy screen. A privacy screen is not
needed now.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Bob and Amy Peick
438 Park Street
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